In a connectionist, anti-logicist picture of mind and memory, remembering is the reconstruction of a pattern of activation across many elements in a (natural or artificial) neural network. The 'representations' involved in occurrent remembering are not atomic items separately stored at fixed addresses in some memory palace, but fleeting activation vectors. No explicit memory representations, then, are continually present over time between past experience and current remembering. The word 'trace', in this context, is systematically ambiguous: it can refer to this transient pattern of activation, of which there can be only one at a time in one network, or it can refer to the (many) enduring dispositions in the network which ground its capacities to reconstruct those various transient patterns. These dispositions, built up in learning, are (not activation patterns but) changes in the set of weights on all connections between elements, such that appropriate patterns will arise in particular contexts. When I actually, occurrently remember my phone number (now), there is an explicit representation; when I am not currently remembering it, I still (dispositionally) 'remember' it, thanks (says the connectionist) to my implicit representation.
But now there is an immediate metaphysical problem about these implicit traces. According to the key postulate of 'superpositional' storage which structures this account, every trace in a network is 'encoded' in the same single, global set of connection weights. How then can we individuate particular implicit representations? Superpositional holism in storage leads to the much-vaulted human-like patterns of blending, interference, and error in connectionist networks: but it also entails that, in a sense, there are no separate (implicit) traces enduring over time. (As Locke put it, 'our Ideas are said to be in our Memories, when indeed, they are actually no where'). If there are many 'representings', argues Tim van Gelder, they are in one representation: and the severely potential character of implicit traces leads some connectionists, such as William Ramsey, to claim that they are not representations at all.

Wilson rightly rejects the 'microfeatural' response to this problem (by which single elements do stand directly for smaller bits of the world), because it retains the troublesome, passive atomism of traditional localism (192-4). However, she confuses (deliberately but in my view unhelpfully) this defence of true superposition over local representation with a rejection of the global localization of cognitive functions. The latter kind of localization, by which olfactory perception and numerical reasoning, say, are claimed to be mainly subserved by different parts of the brain, concerns the distinctness and separability of functions, not of representations. Non-local superposition, with its lovely cognitive properties, might be the mode of representation within large-scale functional modules: while connectionists may be legitimately suspicious of some functional modularity claims, especially as increasingly invoked by evolutionary psychologists, Wilson needs a more direct critique of neuropsychological double-dissociation studies to justify her scepticism.

Without microfeatural subsymbols, then, connectionists are left with with what Wilson calls 'the systematic and lawful play of nonpresent neurocognitive differences' (163). Because all occurrent remembering must thus be reconstruction, not reproduction, there's no obvious source of sameness in memory, no clear possibility even of thinking the same thought twice. Wilson perhaps underestimates the extent to which mainstream cognitive psychologists have been grappling with this bewildering possibility for ten years or more: her tendency to privilege the computational and neuroscientif over the experimental and statistical strands of scientific psychology leads her to neglect an increasing body of ecologically-driven experiment on distortion, source monitoring, and misinformation effects in cognitive research on autobiographical memory. The anti-atomistic message of Bartlett's wonderful Remembering (1932) is perhaps no longer so often 'betrayed' (175).

But since Wilson is refreshingly unconcerned about the threat to realism and to truth in memory which reconstructive models pose, her targets lie elsewhere. Seeking to build malleability in from below, she mounts equally powerful cases against feminists who construct the biological body as rigid and stable in order to show how culture and society infiltrate it from the 'outside', and against psychologists who locate cognition only in the brain, abandoning the rest of the body 'to brute, noncognitive mechanization' (59, 124). Here my whinges are pedantic. Perhaps this history is too conventional in blaming Descartes for endowing us with 'the untheorized body, the mechanical, tangible, artless body' (15); and perhaps Wilson neglects recent, post-connectionist cognitive science, in which dynamicists describe 'continuous reciprocal causation' between body, brain, and world, and cognitive anthropologists see distributed representation as a more flexible mechanism than the abstract 'habitus' for internalizing cultural norms. But she definitely succeeds in the perverse proliferation of surprising perspectives, avoiding the fatigue and paralysis of debates on whether to censor or applaud 'cognitive science' as a whole, in favour of a marvellously polymorphous disruption of problems about memory, body, and science.
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